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ABSTRACT
Meme coins are cryptocurrencies inspired by the internet and social
media memes (humorous images, videos, texts, etc.). Compared to
larger cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin (BTC) and ether (ETH), they are
extremely volatile. This volatility is a result of how significantly the
community influences meme coins, as social media and online
community emotions frequently impact their price.
This scenario frequently results in a lot of excitement, as well as FOMO
and financial risk. While some traders did make a lot of money with
meme coins, many others lost money because of market instability. The
opportunity illustrated in this paper is for everyone who missed out on
Shiba Inu and Dogecoin when they first came out.
This is a unique prospect no one should miss. Most meme coins, unlike
BTC, are inflationary and have an unlimited supply. Their ecosystem,
application cases, and basics are frequently established by the
community's collective jokes. ElonBros, on the other hand, combats
inflation and is coupled with a good cause that sets it apart from other
meme coins.
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OUR AIM
Greetings Future Ebros,
We must have piqued your interest, but now you’re probably asking
yourself, “Is this just another crypto meme token trying to promise
me the moon?” We understand the feeling. Many of us have
experienced the anger, frustration, and disappointment of missing
out on becoming the next crypto millionaire; by becoming early
investors in the next “SHIBA” and “DOGE.” How many cryptos have
you bought, trying to make up for missed opportunities, only to see
them never even reach the outskirts of the hemisphere. They either
ran out of gas and burned back down to earth as you watched
your visions of 1000x gains fade. Or perhaps the whales swallowed
you whole, forcing you to sell at a loss in search of the next big
million-dollar opportunity!
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That’s where we come in
Meet ELONBROS—created by a LOSER, for the LOSERS- to transform all
LOSERS into WINNERS who take first-place GOLD. To the moon, Mars, and
beyond–we’re aiming for the entire freakin’ universe, and WE WANT NO
BROS LEFT BEHIND!
To be honest (What? Honesty in Crypto land? Yes, Virginia, there is a
Santa Clause…)Our token is a BEP-20 deflationary token traded on the
Binance Secure Network, with few to no fees and a 10% tax on buy/sell
orders. Four percent of that tax will go to a separate marketing wallet
aimed at grabbing the attention of and convincing our biggest EBRO yet
—ELON MUSK— to join our race into outer space. Three percent goes as
reward kickbacks to existing EBROS, and the final 3% goes into our EBRO
liquidity.
We are more than a meme. With a future NFT project already being
planned out to create financial independence for its owners; we will also
give back 15% of its proceeds for all sales to non-profits and charities
chosen and voted up by its owners. Our token and NFT launch coupled
with a good cause makes us stand as giants above other meme coins in
the crypto-verse.
The only reason we buy crypto is to get RICH, and this opportunity is
exactly that—your chance to invest early and maximize your 1000x gains.
We all know money buys happiness; well to a certain extent…; and for
those who don’t know where to shop….We suggest you try harder.
Invest now and join our community to become an early EBRO, otherwise,
you’ll keep remembering; “WE TOLD YOU SO.
Many meme coins launch with the sole purpose of skyrocketing in
tenuous value. Their holders’ aim is entirely vague; they only want to get
rich. But we’re here to make a difference. ElonBros helps you get rich by
holding the hands of those who live on the edge. We bridge the gap
between wealth accumulation and charity. Participate in our ecosystem
to earn money and then spend a portion of it on a good cause chosen
via owner polls.
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COMMUNITY FOCUSED
If you follow technology investing, you've probably come across the latest
cryptocurrency news and forums gushing about meme coins, which have been
the subject of speculation fever.
Besides the potential rewards, ElonBros is also fueled by community sentiment. As
mentioned, meme coins are inspired by popular internet memes. They are
intended to be amusing and are sometimes regarded as a particular group’s
"insider jokes." In some ways, purchasing meme coins is a method of expressing
support for a unique community, which is what inspired ElonBros to invite its
investors to achieve high-level rewards while supporting causes that help the
community. ElonBros aims to achieve various feats including fundraising for
charities and other notable causes.
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WHY ELONBROS?
What began as a joke has already gained traction in the
mainstream media, with financial experts keeping a careful eye on
the tokens' progress.
In general, meme coins appeal to retail investors because they often
cost only a few cents or even a fraction of a cent. Technically, the
low price is meaningless due to the abundance of these coins. Still,
possessing millions of a certain meme coin versus only a few ETH or
BTC feels different, and meme coins like ElonBros offer far more
benefits to their users. By its holding and NFT mechanism, users can
avail themselves of the benefits that other meme coins have failed
to produce
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BINANCE SMART CHAIN
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain that runs concurrently
with the Binance Chain. Unlike Binance Chain, BSC has smart
contract functionality and is Ethereum Virtual Machine compatible.
The goal was to maintain Binance Chain's high throughput while
incorporating smart contracts into its ecosystem.
In essence, both blockchains work in tandem. It's important to note
that BSC is not a "layer two" or "off-chain" scaling solution. It's a
standalone blockchain that could continue to function even if
Binance Chain went down. In terms of design, though, both chains
are quite similar. While utilizing BSC, ElonBros will also operate on
the Binance platform to integrate smart contract functionalities
that provide secure transactions throughout the ElonBros platform
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MARKET PROBLEM
As the meme coin market grows, you should be cautious about some
projects that may try to take advantage of traders’ enthusiasm to
defraud them. For example, in just one week, Squid Game (SQUID), a
meme coin based on the hit Netflix program of the same name, grew by
over 86,000 percent. The development team then abruptly pulled the rug,
collapsing the price by 99 percent. Worse, holders were prohibited from
selling their SQUID tokens.

OUR SOLUTION
Meme coins are generated every day, but are they secure to trade?
That question haunts users because many meme coins exist only as
scams. We are eradicating rug pulls and scams and bringing greater
value to our users more safely and securely as we promote good
causes that bring the community together and move it forward. This
approach positions us above other meme coins in the crypto universe.
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BENEFITS TO USERS
Efficient
Allow yourself to attain your goals in a fraction of the time it
currently takes to achieve the same outcomes. If the
computations are done correctly, every blockchain-based
system succeeds. Estimations are an important aspect of our
well-organized plan.

Secure
Our commitment to our consumers includes establishing
confidence and providing security. We all recognize the
importance of security and compliance in achieving our
objectives. To that end, we conducted a comprehensive security
evaluation that included external penetration testing, threat
modeling, and risk control assessments, among other measures

Risk-free
We provide a risk-free exchange path for our clients. To ensure
trade trust, our system employs cryptography, decentralization,
and clear standards. A cryptographic chain's squares interact
with each other, making it nearly impossible to change
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THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND
ELONBROS
ElonBros, like the majority of well-known digital tokens, is built on
blockchain technology. Blockchain technology has a wide range
of uses in a variety of fields, but the development of crypto tokens
is its most essential application. As a modern technology,
blockchain is still in its infancy, but it already has several benefits
over traditional technology, including decentralization, safety,
security, and openness that provide users with a high level of
protection and security.
As a result, blockchain technology underpins practically all
cryptocurrencies. In the business world, this technology provides
additional security sheets and transparency, allowing holders to
spend without fear of hijacking or robbery—the most prevalent
problems with physical banking institutions. Through digital
currencies, blockchain technology has alleviated these concerns
and provided dealers with increased protection. ElonBros aims to
eliminate the security issues and other frauds related to the
system; therefore, it is being developed on blockchain technology
that offers its participants fully decentralized and secure
ownership of their data and transactions.
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UNIQUE DESIGN
People are always worried about the system’s complexity. Crypto
platforms have complex mechanisms going on behind the scenes,
and it is therefore difficult for a newcomer to join the market. Besides
background complexity, several cryptocurrencies don’t provide an
easy-to-understand user interface, so users become frustrated and
end up dumping their tokens. However, that is not the case with
ElonBros. We provide a user-friendly, safe, and secure design to
eliminate all potential frustration.
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ELON MUSK CARTOONIZED
VIDEO GAME
Elon Musk is always in the news, and he is the most well-known
crusader of meme coins, so our goal is to get his attention and
convince him to join our movement. Video games are always a
source of fascination for users, specifically those who are attached
to specific missions. ElonBros is creating a video game that
combines gamers’ and investors’ interests. The game’s main
character is a cartoonized Elon Musk, who undertakes difficult
missions in outer space. We plan to capture Elon Musk’s notice with
this game.
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The non-fungible token (NFT) marketplace is on the rise and
being further hyped with every passing day—you can earn
millions of dollars on your NFTs by minting. ElonBros is enabling
NFTs in our game. As mentioned, the game’s major character is
an animated Elon Musk, who struggles to complete various
missions in outer space. The game’s different missions are
coupled with rewards that a user can earn. So, you can play and
earn at the same time by clearing different missions. The video
game will launch on Android and iOS by Q4, 2022

IS IT SECURE?
At ElonBros, our commitment to our consumers includes
establishing confidence and providing security. We recognize the
importance of security and compliance in achieving our
objectives.
For that reason, we conducted a comprehensive security
evaluation that included external penetration testing, threat
modeling, risk control assessments, and more.
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TOKENOMICS
Token Name:
Token Ticker:
Total Supply:
Decimals:
Contract address for token:
BSC scan
BEP20 token

ElonBros
EBRO
1,000,000,000,000,000
16
0x0cee7febf116cfbffb9d36a056251a5909841fd7

4% Marketing Wallet
3% Reward to Existing EBROS
3% EBRO Liquidity Pool

Reward to Existing EBROS
3%

Tax Buy/Sell Orders
10%

EBRO Liquidity Pool
3%

Marketing Wallet
4%
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ROADMAP
Phase 1
Logo Design/Creation
Website Launch
Social Media Creation
Contract Deployment
White Paper Release V1
Advertising/Marketing Campaign
Private Sale Offering
Pancake Swap Launch

Phase 3

IG & YouTube ads Influencer Marketing
Purchase Internal Audit
Over 5 million Market cap
10,000 combined followers total social
media platforms
NFT Creation Ad and Campaign Dates
Set for Future
Charity and Philanthropy Projects
Planned

Phase 2
High-End Social Media Promotions
& Influencer Partnerships
Poocoin
Pancake swap Launch
Coin Market Cap
Coin Gecko
CoinAlpha
Liquidity Lock
Token Burn

Phase 4

Elon Musk Becomes an EBRO
Announcement of ElonBro Space
Adventure Video Game
EBROS Goes to Mars
50 Million Market Cap and Rising
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CONCLUSION
This white paper examined ElonBros and its purpose. It also made
additional arguments that we believe will aid the initiative's success
and establish it as a leader among comparable enterprises.
As the concept evolves, providing greater benefits to clients with
additional insurance and security, the world of digital assets is
becoming more prominent, universally. Since the advent of digital
money, crypto assets and mining have grown in popularity.
ElonBros's goal is to deliver solutions to the problems that stymie
mining's profitability. We use modern technologies like artificial
intelligence, blockchain, Binance, and high-performance computing
to provide a fast and secure infrastructure.
Crypto tokens are the most well-known electronic resource.
ElonBros, a novel concept for decentralized data ownership, has a
place in the emerging crypto market. On a commercial level, the
computerized money structure is similar to traditional banking, but it
has a different temperament and user interface.

